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ABSTRACT: The healthcare industry collects huge amounts of healthcare data which, unfortunately, are not “mined” 

to discover hidden information for effective decision making. Discovery of hidden patterns and  relationships often 

goes unexploited. Advanced data mining techniques can help remedy this situation. This research has developed a 

prototype Intelligent Heart Disease Prediction System (IHDPS) using data mining techniques, namely, Decision Trees, 

Naïve Bayes and Neural Network. Results show that each technique has its unique strength in realizing the objectives 

of the defined mining goals. IHDPS can answer complex “what if” queries which traditional decision support systems 

cannot. Using medical profiles such as age, sex, blood pressure and blood sugar it can predict the likelihood of patients 

getting a heart disease. It enables significant knowledge, e.g. patterns, relationships between medical factors related to 

heart disease, to be established. IHDPS is Web-based, user-friendly, scalable, reliable and expandable. It is 

implemented on the .NETplatform. 

 

KEYWORDS:  User Behaviour Analysis, Decision Tree Algorithm, Genetic Algorithms, Data Mining, Data 

Exploration, Usage Pattern Identification. 

 

      I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The main objective of this research is to develop a prototype Intelligent Heart Disease Prediction System (IHDPS) 

using three data mining modeling techniques, namely, Decision Trees, Naïve Bayes and Neural Network. IHDPS can 

discover and extract hidden knowledge (patterns and relationships) associated with heart disease from a historical heart 

disease database. It can answer complex queries for diagnosing heart disease and thus assist healthcare practitioners to 

make intelligent clinical decisions which traditional decision support systems cannot. By providing effective 

treatments, it also helps to reduce treatment costs. To enhance visualization and ease of interpretation, it displays the 

results both in tabular and graphical forms. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

Syed Umar Amin, Kavita Agarwal, Dr. Rizwan Beg  1This paper presents a technique for prediction of heart disease 

using major risk factors. This technique involves two most successful data mining tools, neural networks and genetic 

algorithms. The hybrid system implemented uses the global optimization advantage of genetic algorithm 

for initialization of neural network weights. The learning is fast, more stable and accurate as compared to back 

propagation. The system was implemented in Matlab and predicts the risk of heart disease with an accuracy of 89%. 

 

 Latha Parthiban and R.Subramanian 2 In this paper, a new approach based on coactive neuro-fuzzy inference system 

(CANFIS) was presented for prediction of heart disease.The proposed CANFIS model combined the neural network 

adaptive capabilities and the fuzzy logic qualitative approach which is then integrated with genetic algorithm to 

diagnose the presence of the disease. The performances of the CANFIS model were evaluated in terms of training 

performances and classification accuracies and the results showed that the proposed CANFIS model has great potential 

in predicting the heart disease. 

 

 Kavita Rawat, Kavita, Burse 3 The proposed paper shows a method performs feature selection and parameters setting 

in an evolutionary way. The wrapper approach to feature subset selection is used in this paper because of  subset 

without degrading the ANFIS classification accuracy. To verify the effectiveness of the proposed approach, it is tested 

on ovarian cancer dataset. 
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III. DATA COLLECTION 

 

1. Motivation 

A major challenge facing healthcare organizations (hospitals, medical centers) is the provision of quality services at 

affordable costs. Quality service implies diagnosing patients correctly and administering treatments that are effective. 

Poor clinical decisions can lead to disastrous consequences which are therefore unacceptable. Hospitals must also 

minimize the cost of clinical tests. They can achieve these results by employing appropriate computer-based 

information and/or decision supportsystems. 

Most hospitals today employ some sort of hospital information systems to manage their healthcare or patient data 

[12]. These systems typically generate huge amounts of data which take the form of numbers, text, charts and images. 

Unfortunately, these dataare rarely used to support clinical decision making. There is a wealth of hidden information in 

these data that is largely untapped. This raises an important question: “How can we turn data into useful information 

that can enable healthcare practitioners to make intelligent clinical decisions?” This is the main motivation for this 

research. 

 

2. Problem Statement 

Numerous emergency clinic data frameworks are intended to help persistent charging, stock administration and 

age of basic insights. A few emergency clinics use choice emotionally supportive networks, however they are to a 

great extent constrained. They can answer basic inquiries like "What is the normal time of patients who have coronary 

illness?", "What number of medical procedures had brought about clinic remains longer than 10 days?", "Distinguish 

the female patients who are single, over 30 years of age, and who have been treated for malignancy." However, they 

can't answer complex questions like "Recognize the significant preoperative indicators that expansion the length of 

emergency clinic remain", "Given patient records on disease, should treatment incorporate chemotherapy alone, 

radiation alone, or both chemotherapy and radiation?", and "Given patient records, foresee the likelihood of patients 

getting a coronary illness."  

 

Clinical choices are regularly made dependent on specialists' instinct and experience as opposed to on the 

information rich information covered up in the database. This training prompts undesirable inclinations, blunders and 

exorbitant clinical costs which influences the nature of administration gave to patients. Wu, et al recommended that 

joining of clinical choice help with PC based patient records could lessen clinical mistakes, upgrade understanding 

wellbeing, decline undesirable practice variety, and improve quiet result [17]. This recommendation is promising as 

information displaying and examination devices, e.g., information mining, can possibly produce an information rich 

condition which can help to fundamentally improve the nature of clinical choices. 

 
3. Data Mining Review 

Although data mining has been around for more than two decades, its potential is only being realized now. Data 

mining combines statistical analysis, machine learning and database technology to extract hidden patterns and 

relationships from large databases [15]. Fayyad defines data mining as “a process of nontrivial extraction of implicit, 

previously unknown and potentially useful information from the data stored in a database” [4]. Giudici defines it as “a 

process of selection, exploration and modelling of large quantities of data to discover regularities or relations that are at 

first unknown with the aim of obtaining clear and useful results for the owner of database”[5]. 

Data mining uses two strategies: supervised and unsupervised learning. In supervised learning, a training set is used 

to learn model parameters whereas in unsupervised learning no training set is used (e.g., k- means clustering is 

unsupervised) [12]. 

Each data mining technique serves a different purpose depending on the modelling objective.  The two most 

common modelling objectives are classification and prediction. Classification models predict categorical labels 

(discrete, unordered) while prediction models predict continuous-valued functions [6]. Decision Trees and Neural 

Networks use classification algorithms while Regression, Association Rules and Clustering use prediction 

algorithms[3]. 

Decision Tree algorithms include CART (Classification and Regression Tree), ID3 (Iterative Dichotomized 3) and 

C4.5. These algorithms differ in selection of splits, when to stop a node from splitting, and assignment of class to a non-

split node [7]. CART uses Gini index to measure the impurity of a partition or set of training tuples [6]. It can handle 

high dimensional categorical data. Decision Trees canalso handle continuous data (as in regression) but they must be 

converted to categorical data. 

Naive Bayes or Bayes’ Rule is the basis for many machine-learning and data mining methods [14]. The rule 

(algorithm) is used to create models with predictive capabilities. It provides new ways of exploring and understanding 
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data. It learns from the “evidence” by calculating the correlation between the target (i.e., dependent) and other (i.e., 

independent) variables. 

Neural Networks consists of three layers: input, hidden and output units (variables). Connection between input 

units and hidden and output units are based on relevance of the assigned value (weight) of that particular input unit. 

The higher the weight the more important it is. Neural Network algorithms use Linear and Sigmoid transfer functions. 

Neural Networks are suitable for training large amounts  of data with few inputs. It is used when other techniques are 

unsatisfactory. 

 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

 

IHDPS uses the CRISP-DM methodology to build the mining models. It consists of six major phases: business 

understanding, data understanding, data preparation, modeling, evaluation, and deployment. Business understanding 

phase focuses on understanding the objectives and requirements from a business perspective, converting this knowledge 

into a data mining problem definition, and designing a preliminary plan to achieve the objectives. Data understanding 

phase uses the raw the data  and proceeds to understand the data, identify its quality, gain preliminary insights, and 

detect interesting subsets to form hypotheses for hidden information. Data preparation phase constructs the final dataset 

that will be fed into the modeling tools. This includes table, record, and attribute selection as well as data cleaning and 

transformation. The modeling phase selects and applies various techniques, and calibrates their parameters to optimal 

values. The evaluation phase evaluates the model to ensure that it achieves the business objectives. The deployment 

phase specifies the tasks that are needed to use the models[3]. 

 

Data Mining Extension (DMX), a SQL-style query language for data mining, is used for building and accessing the 

models’ contents. Tabular and graphical visualizations are incorporated to enhance analysis and interpretation of 

results. 

 

4.1 Datasource 

A total of 909 records with 15 medical attributes (factors) were obtained from the Cleveland Heart Disease database 

[1]. Figure 1 lists the attributes. The records were split equally into two datasets: training dataset (455 records) and 

testing dataset (454 records). To avoid bias, the records for each set were selected randomly. 

For the sake of consistency, only categorical attributes were used for all the three models. All the non-categorical 

medical attributes were transformed to categorical data. 

The attribute “Diagnosis” was identified as the predictable attribute with value “1” for patients with heart disease 

and value “0” for patients with no heart disease. The attribute “PatientID” was used as the key; the rest are input 

attributes. It is assumed that problems such as missing data, inconsistent data, and duplicate data have all been 

resolved. 
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Predictable attribute 

1. Diagnosis (value 0: < 50% diameter narrowing (no heart disease); value 1: > 50% diameter narrowing (has heart disease)) 

 

Key attribute 

1. PatientID – Patient’s identificationnumber 

 
Input attributes 

1. Sex (value 1: Male; value 0 : Female)  

2. 

3. 

4. 

Chest Pain Type (value 1: typical type 1 angina, value 2: typical type angina, value 3: non-angina pain; value 

4:asymptomatic) 

Fasting Blood Sugar (value 1: > 120 mg/dl; value 0: 

< 120 mg/dl) 

Restecg – resting electrographic results (value 0: normal; value 1: 1 having ST-T wave abnormality; value 2: showing 

probable or definiteleft 

ventricular hypertrophy) 
5. Exang – exercise induced angina (value 1: yes; value 0:no) 

6. Slope – the slope of the peak exercise ST segment (value 1: unsloping; value 2: flat; value 3: downsloping) 

7. CA – number of major vessels colored by floursopy (value 0 –3) 

8. Thal (value 3: normal; value 6: fixed defect; value 7: reversibledefect) 

9. Trest Blood Pressure (mm Hg on admission to the hospital) 

10. Serum Cholesterol(mg/dl) 
11. Thalach – maximum heart rateachieved 

12. Oldpeak – ST depression induced by exercise relative torest 

13. Age inYear 

 

1) Figure 1. Description of attributes 

 
4.2 Miningmodels 

Data Mining Extension (DMX) query language was used for model creation, model training, model 

prediction and model content access. All parameters were set to the default setting except for parameters 

“Minimum Support = 1” for Decision Tree and “Minimum Dependency Probability = 0.005” for Naïve Bayes 

[10]. The trained models were evaluated against the test datasets for accuracy and effectiveness before they were 

deployed in IHDPS. The models were validated using Lift Chart and Classification Matrix. 

 

4.3 Validating model effectiveness 

 

The effectiveness of models was tested using two methods: Lift Chart and Classification Matrix. The purpose was 

to determine which model gave the highest percentage of correct predictions  for diagnosing patients with a 

heartdisease. 

 

Lift Chart with predictable value. To determine if there was sufficient information to learn patterns in response to 

the predictable attribute, columns in the trained model were mapped to columns in the test dataset. The model, 

predictable column to chart against, and the state of the column to predict patients with heart disease (predict value = 

1) were also selected. Figure 2 shows the Lift Chart output. The X- axis shows the percentage of the test dataset used 

to compare predictions while the Y-axis shows the percentage of values predicted to the specified state. The blue and 

green lines show the results for random- guess and ideal model respectively. The purple, yellow and red lines show 

the results of Neural Network, Naïve Bayes and Decision Tree modelsrespectively. 

The top green line shows the ideal model; it captured 100% of the target population for patients with heart disease 
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using 46% of the test dataset. The bottom blue line shows the random line which is always a 45-degree line across the 

chart. It shows that if we randomly guess the result for each case, 50% of the target population would be captured 

using 50% of the test dataset. All three model lines (purple, yellow and red) fall between the random-guess and ideal 

model lines, showing that all three have sufficient information to learn patterns in response to the predictablestate. 

 

Lift Chart with no predictable value. The steps for producing Lift Chart are similar to the above except that the 

state of the predictable column is left blank. It does not include a line for the random-guess model. It tells how well 

each model fared at predicting the correct number of the predictable attribute. Figure 3 shows the Lift Chart output. 

The X-axis showsthe percentage of test dataset used to compare predictions while the Y-axis shows the percentage of 

predictions that are correct. The blue, purple, green and red lines show the ideal, Neural Network, Naïve Bayes and 

Decision Trees models respectively. The chart shows the performance of the models across all possible states. The 

model ideal line (blue) is at 45-degree angle, showing that if 50% of the test dataset is processed, 50% of test dataset 

is predictedcorrectly. 

 

2) Figure 2. Result of Lift Chart with predictable value 

 
Figure 3. Result of Lift Chart without predictable value 
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The chart shows that if 50% of the population is processed, Neural Network gives the highest percentage of correct 

predictions (49.34%) followed by Naïve Bayes (47.58%) and Decision Trees (41.85%). If the entire population is 

processed, Naïve Bayes model appears to perform better than the other two as it gives the highest number of correct 

predictions (86.12%) followed by Neural Network (85.68%) and Decision Trees (80.4%). 

 

Processing less than 50% of the population causes the Lift lines for Neural Network and Naïve Bayes to be always 

higher than that for Decision Trees, indicating that Neural Network and Naïve Bayes are better at making high 

percentage of correct predictions than Decision Trees. Along the X-axis the Lift lines for Neural Network and Naïve 

Bayes overlap, indicating that both models are equally good for predicting correctly. When more than 50% of 

population is processed, Neural Network and Naïve Bayes appear to perform better as they give high percentage of 

correct predictions than Decision Trees. This is because the Lift line for Decision Trees is always below that of Neural 

Network and Naïve Bayes. For  some population range, Neural Network appears to fare better than Naives Bayes 

andvice-versa. 

 

Classification Matrix. Classification Matrix displays the frequency of correct and incorrect predictions. It compares the 

actual values in the test dataset with the predicted values in the trained model. In this example, the test dataset 

contained 208 patients with heart disease and 246 patients without heart disease. Figure 4 shows the results of the 

Classification Matrix for all the three models. The rows represent predicted values while the columns represent actual 

values (1 for patients with heart disease, ‘0’  for  patients with no heart disease). The left-most columns show values 

predicted by the models. The diagonal values show correct predictions. 

 

       
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Results of Classification Matrix for all the three models 

 

Model 
Type 

Prediction 
Attributes 

No. of 
cases 

Prediction 

 

Decision 

Tree 

+WHD, +PHD 146 Correct 

–WHD, +PHD 27 Incorrect 

–WHD, –PHD 219 Correct 

+WHD, –PHD 62 Incorrect 

 

Naïve 

Bayes 

+WHD, +PHD 180 Correct 

–WHD, +PHD 35 Incorrect 

–WHD, –PHD 211 Correct 

+WHD, –PHD 28 Incorrect 

 

Neural 

Network 

+WHD, +PHD 178 Correct 

–WHD, +PHD 35 Incorrect 

–WHD, –PHD 211 Correct 

+WHD, –PHD 30 Incorrect 

 
 Legend 

+WHD: Patients with heart disease 
–WHD: Patients with no heart disease 
+PHD: Patients predicted as having heart disease 
–PHD: Patients predicted as having no heart disease 

 

Figure 5. Model results 
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Figure 5 summarizes the results of all three models. Naïve Bayes appears to be most effective as it has the highest 

percentage of correct predictions (86.53%) for patients with heart disease, followed by Neural Network (with a 

difference of less than 1%) and Decision Trees. Decision Trees, however, appears to  be most effective for predicting 

patients with no heart disease (89%) compared to the other twomodels. 

 

V. EVALUATION OF MININGGOALS 

 

Goal 1: Given patients’ medical profiles, predict those who are likely to be diagnosed with heart disease. All three s 

Age = 70, CA = 2, Chest Pain Type = 4, Sex = M, Slope = 2 andThal=3intothemodels,wouldproduce themodels were 

able to answer this question using singleton query and batch or prediction join query. Both queries could predict on 

single input cases and multiple input cases respectively. IHDPS supports prediction using “what if” scenarios. Users 

enter values of medical attributes to diagnose patients with heart disease. For example, entering value 

output in Figure 6. All three models showed that this patient has a heart disease. Naïve Bayes gives the highest 

probability (95%) with 432 supporting cases, followed closely by Decision Tree (94.93%) with 106 supporting cases 

and Neural Network (93.54%) with 298 supporting cases. As these values are high, doctors could recommend that the 

patient should undergo further heart examination. Thus performing “what if” scenarios can help prevent a potential 

heart attack. 

 

Goal 2: Identify the significant influences and relationships in the medical inputs associated with the predictable state – 

heart disease. The Dependency viewer in Decision Trees and Naïve Bayes models shows the results from the most 

significant to the least significant (weakest) medical predictors. The viewer is especially useful when there are many 

predictable attributes. Figures 7 show that in both models, the most significant factor influencing heart disease is “Chest 

Pain Type”. Other significant factors include Thal, CA and Exang. Decision Trees model shows ‘Trest Blood Pressure” 

as the weakest factor while Naïve Bayes model shows ‘Fasting Blood Sugar’ as  the weakest factor. Naïve Bayes 

appears to fare better than Decision Trees as it shows the significance of all input attributes. Doctors can use this 

information to further analyze the strengths and weaknesses of the medical attributes associated 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Output for singleton query module 

 

Goal 3: Identify the impact and relationship between the medical attributes in relation to the predictable state – heart 

disease. Identifying the impact and relationship between the medical attributes in relation to heart disease is only found 

inDecision Trees viewer (Figure 9). It gives a high probability (99.61%) that patients with heart disease are found in the 
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relationship between the attributes (nodes): “Chest Pain Type = 4 and CA = 0 and Exang = 0 and Trest Blood Pressure 

>= 146.362 and < 158.036.” Doctors can use this information to perform medical screening on these four attributes 

instead of on all attributes on patients who are likely to be diagnosed with heart disease. This will reduce medical 

expenses, administrative costs, and diagnosis time. Information on least impact (5.88%) is found in the relationship 

between the attributes: “Chest Pain Type not = 4 and Sex = F”. Also given is the relationship between attributes for 

patients with no heart disease. Results show that the relationship between the attributes: “Chest Pain Type not = 4 and 

Sex = F” has the highest impact (92.58%). The least impact (0.2%) is found in the attributes: “Chest Pain Type = 4 and 

CA = 0 and Exang = 0 and Trest Blood Pressure >= 146.362 and < 158.036”. Additional information such as 

identifying patients’ medical profiles based selected nodes can also be obtained by using the drill through function.  

Doctors can use the Decision Tree viewer to perform furtheranalysis. 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Dependency network for Naïve Bayes                                     Figure 8. Decision Trees Viewer 

 

Goal 4: Identify characteristics of patients with heart disease. Only Naïve Bayes model identifies the characteristics of 

patients with heart disease. It shows the probability of each input attribute for the predictable state. Figure 9shows that 

80% of the  heart disease patients are males (Sex = 1) of which 43% are between ages 56 and 63. Other significant 

characteristics are: high probability in fasting blood sugar with less than 120 mg/dl reading, chest pain type is 

asymptomatic, slope of peak exercise is flat,etc. 

Figure 10 shows the characteristics of patients with no heart disease with high probability in fasting blood sugar with 

less than 120 mg/dl reading, no exercise induced, number of major vessels is zero, etc. These results can be further 

analyzed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Naïve Bayes Attribute Characteristics Viewer in descending order for patients with heart 

Figure 10. Naïve Bayes Attribute Characteristic Viewer in descending order for patients with no heart disease 
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Goal 5: Determine the attribute values that differentiate nodes favoring and disfavoring the predictable states: (1) 

patients with heart disease (2) patients with no heart disease. This query can be answered by analyzing the results of 

attribute discrimination viewer of Naïve Bayes and Neural Network models. The viewer provides information on the 

impact of all attribute values that relate to the predictable state. Naïve Bayes model (Figure 11) shows the most 

important attribute favoring patients with heart disease: “Chest Pain Type = 4” with 158 cases and 56 patients with no 

heart disease. The input attributes  “Thal  =   7”   with   123  (75.00%) patients,“Exang = 1” with 112 (73.68%) 

patients,” Slope =2” with 138 (66.34%) patients, etc. also favor predictable state. In contrast, the attributes “Thal = 3” 

with 195 (73.86%)   patients,   “CA   =   0”   with   198(73.06%) patients, “Exang = 0” with 206 (67.98%), etc. favor 

predictable state for patients with no heart disease. 

 

Figure 11. A Tornado Chart for Attribute Discrimination Viewer in descending order for Naïve Bayes 

 

Neural Network model (Figure 12) shows that the most important attribute value that favors patients with heart 

disease is “Old peak = 3.05 – 3.81” (98%). Other attributes that favor heart disease include “Old peak >= 3.81”, 

“CA=2”, “CA=3”, etc. Attributes like “Serum Cholesterol >= 382.37”, “Chest Pain Type = 2”, “CA=0”, etc. also 

favor the predictable state for patients with no heartdisease. 

  

 

Figure 12. Attribute Discrimination Viewer in descending order for Neural Network 

 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

A prototype heart disease prediction system is developed using three data mining classification modeling 

techniques. The system extracts hidden knowledge from a historical heart disease database. DMX query language and 

functions are used to build and access the models. The models are trained and validated against a test dataset. Lift Chart 

and Classification Matrix methods are used to evaluate the effectiveness of the models. All three models are able to 

extract patterns in response to the predictable state. The most effective model to predict patients with heart disease 

appears to be Naïve Bayes followed by Neural Network and DecisionTrees. 

 

Five mining goals are defined based on business intelligence and data exploration. The goals are evaluated against 

the trained models. All three models could answer complex queries, each with its own strength with respect to ease of 

model interpretation, access to detailed information and accuracy. Naïve Bayes could answer four out of the five goals; 

Decision Trees, three; and Neural Network, two. Although not the most effective model, Decision Trees results are 

easier to read and interpret. The drill through feature to access detailed patients’ profiles is only available in Decision 

Trees. Naïve Bayes fared better than Decision Trees as it could identify all the significant medical predictors. The 

relationship between attributes produced by Neural Network is more difficult to understand. 
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IHDPS can be further enhanced and expanded. For example, it can incorporate other medical attributes besides the 

15 listed in Figure 1. It can also incorporate other data mining techniques, e.g., Time Series, Clustering and Association 

Rules. Continuous data can also be used instead of just categorical data. Another area is to use Text Mining to mine the 

vast amount of unstructured data available in healthcare databases. Another challenge would be to integrate data 

mining and text mining [16]. 
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